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Agenda for tonight’s 

presentation

⧫ What is a MAIPN? 

(overview of the network architecture)

⧫ What is it good for?

(and why are we building it?)

⧫ How does one go about building such an 

ambitious system? 

(and what are the challenges we face?)

But first …



… The MAIPN Mission: 
Deliver broadband connectivity to users

1. Build a regional network linking EOCs and 

hospitals throughout the DC Metro area and 

beyond

⧫ to provide redundant broadband service during 

emergencies, independent of commercial internet 

infrastructure

⧫ to provide broadband support to Amateur Radio 

infrastructure (e.g., repeater links)

2. Build a capability to project broadband service 

to arbitrary locations within MAIPN service area 

during emergencies (e.g., disaster scene, 

staging area) or special events 



Amateur Radio broadband —
a plethora of choices

⧫ Broadband-Hamnet (aka HSMM, for High-Speed Multi-Media)

⧫ HamWan (WAN = Wide Area Network) 

⧫ HamNet

⧫ AREDN (Amateur Radio Emergency Data Network)

⧫ NPR (New Packet Radio) …

⧫ … and more

Network architecture considerations
⧫ Network topologies

⧫ Radio (modulation) protocols

⧫ What frequencies to use

⧫ Network services

⧫ User interfaces



Cellular Network (Topology)



Mesh Network (Topology)

• Network of specially-configured 

wireless routers in a limited, 

contiguous, geographic area

• Nodes self-configure into a 

network

• Nodes can freely join or leave the 

network 

• Network can support any 

application based on TCP/IP



Mesh Network Concept
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Mesh Network Concept
(e.g., www.aredn.org)

From this …

… to this.



Mesh Network Concept
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Conventional Office or 

Campus LAN 

Network Center

Switch in LAN 

Closet

1st Floor

2nd Floor

3rd Floor



Corporate MAN 
(Metropolitan Area Network)

White Oak

Rockville

Beltsville



Corporate WAN
(Wide Area Network)

Denver

Chicago

LA

London

etc.

DC MAN



Wireless MAN



AirMax Concept

(Wi-Fi on steroids)



AirMax Concept

• Same radio, same protocols

• 2’ diameter dish (30 dBi) 

• Shielding kit and more robust 

mounting hardware suitable 

for a tower or rooftop in high-

RF environment

• Range up to 50+ miles

• Throughput up to 450 Mb/s

We more commonly use this dish



AirMax Concept

(WiFi on steroids)

Sector antenna

at central node

Client nodes





AirMax concept –

Pros and cons

⧫ LAN functionality can be extended over a wide 

geographic area, with distances of up to 50 miles 

between nodes (ideally, 10-25 miles).

⧫ But unlike a mesh network, an AirMax network 

must be designed and configured using fixed IP 

addresses



AirMax concept –

Pros and cons

⧫ Like a mesh network, if enough AirMax nodes 

are interconnected with multiple other nodes, 

traffic can automatically reroute around a failed 

node.

⧫ But this routing capability has to be programmed 

into the node switches – it’s not automatic.

⧫ The routing is done by the network switch, not 

the radio—which means that the switch has to 

have routing capability, increasing its cost 

(around $100) and complexity. 



AirMax concept –

Pros and cons

⧫ Like a mesh network, an AirMax network does 

not scale well if there are too many users, and is 

only as strong as the weakest link between any 

two end-users. 

⧫ But different links can use different channels, or 

even operate on different bands. That means 

they can all be transmitting simultaneously. They 

don’t have to take turns using the same radio 

channel.



AirMax concept –

Pros and cons

⧫ An AirMax link can be used to join together two 

isolated mesh networks into one large mesh, 

combining the best features of both architectures.



What can served entities do 

with broadband service? 

⧫ Anything that they can do over the internet, 

within the available bandwidth. And with a user 

interface that stakeholders are used to dealing 

with.

⧫ At most locations, we are talking about 100 to 

500 Mb/s throughput being available between 

any two network nodes. 

⧫ Users can also access the internet through our 

system to support critical needs should they be 

impacted by a local internet outage.



Possible Amateur Radio 

applications

⧫ Satellite receiver links for repeaters

⧫ Linked repeaters

⧫ Repeater control channels

⧫ Remote link for repeater phone patch

⧫ Backhaul to internet for DMR and other 

digital-mode repeaters

⧫ Digital ATV (aka streaming video)

⧫ Experimentation

⧫ Learning about technology

⧫ Recruiting new high-tech hams



Possible Emcomm

applications

⧫ Provide backup communications among 

EOCs, hospitals, and other served agency 

locations—email, file sharing, VoIP telephony

⧫ Project internet service to a field staging area, 

disaster site, or shelter, either from a central 

location or from the nearest point where 

internet service is available

⧫ Implement live video coverage of incident or 

situational awareness at EOC

⧫ Implement VoIP telephone system at field 

location



Central PA IP Network
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San Jose Emergency 
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Field Day 2015



Public Service Event









Who we are …

⧫ Ken Jamrogowicz, KE2N

⧫ Dick Hayman, WN3R

⧫ Al Taylor, KN3U

⧫ Mike Donahue, NC3M

⧫ Keith Elkin, KC3TCB was the Johnny Appleseed 

of broadband wireless in our area and the 

founding president of MAIPN. His spouse, Eva, a 

software engineer by trade, was an equal partner 

in the enterprise.



Questions?


